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ABSTRACT
Automatic teller machines (ATMs) are now in use almost everywhere, therefore naira notes need to be recognized
and classified. Recognizing and classifying banknotes can be a tedious task when performed manually, because of
the volume of notes to be evaluated. The problem not only consists of automatically recognizing banknotes by
denominations, sides, and directions, but also in determining the fitness of those banknotes for an ATM. It is
therefore important to correctly recognize banknotes as well as determine the notes’ fitness for an ATM. In this
work, a system was designed to recognize naira banknotes and also determine the notes fitness for use in an ATM.
Naira notes were scanned and labelled as ATM fit or ATM unfit based on the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN)
banknote fitness guidelines. For every naira note image in the dataset, Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) was
used to extract several keypoints of varying sizes and orientation and these were stored for reference. Given a test
image, K-nearest neighbour (KNN) algorithm was used to match its features with pre-computed features to
determine the note’s denomination. The test note’s fitness was then determined by calculating the image quality
difference between the test note and a similar reference note using mean square error (MSE), peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index (SSIM). Our system achieved an accuracy of 100% for naira note
denomination recognition. For ATM fitness sorting, an average accuracy of 97%, 75.2%, 81.2% was achieved by
PSNR, SSIM, MSE respectively for fit naira notes. While for unfit naira notes, the average accuracy achieved was
93.8%, 88.7%, 93.2% by PSNR, SSIM, MSE respectively. The result obtained showed that the PSNR technique outperformed the SSIM and MSE and is therefore efficient and reliable for sorting of naira notes based on the CBN
banknotes fitness guidelines.
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1.0

bill changers and other self-service currency machines
require higher quality currency in order to function
efficiently [5].

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, automatic payment facilities have
become more and more popular, especially the ATMs.
However, [1] noted that one of the challenges affecting
ATM accessibility in Nigeria was dirty and mutilated
currency notes that were loaded into the ATM. Figure 1
shows a sample of soiled naira notes, which if loaded in
the ATM could jam the Machine.

Fit Notes Level 1-5

Unfit Notes Levels 6-9

Figure 1: Mutilated naira notes
The Naira notes currently in circulation in Nigeria are
₦1,000, ₦500, ₦200, ₦100, ₦50, ₦20 and ₦5, out of
which the ₦1,000 or ₦500 are usually loaded into the
ATM. It could be frustrating to withdraw money from
an ATM and find a ₦200 note among a batch of ₦500
or ₦1,000 notes. As a result, the importance of
correctly recognizing and especially sorting banknotes
has increased. This problem consists of not only
automatically sorting banknotes by denominations,
directions and sides, but also in determining the fitness
of those banknotes especially for an Automatic Teller
Machine (ATM) [2]. Many countries raise high
requirements for the cleanness and integrity of paper
currency, because it represents the country’s
development level in the economy and the culture [3].
In line with this, the CBN issued banknotes fitness
guidelines to commercial and micro finance banks in
order to sustain public confidence in the nation’s
currency [4]. The document provides acceptable
standard for good quality (fit) banknotes and poor
quality (unfit) banknotes based on various degradation
levels. According to the document, a banknote is
considered unfit when it is unsuitable for further
circulation because of its physical condition, which may
be soiled, dirty, limp, worn out, defaced or has a hole
that is larger than 10 mm [4]. The banknotes are
grouped into nine levels. Where level 1 are newly
printed notes (mint) and level 9 are worn notes. Figure 2
shows this classification by level for the one thousand
naira note. Levels 1-5 are considered fit while levels 69 are unfit. Fit banknotes were further subdivided into
ATM fit and Teller fit banknotes, this is because ATMs,

Figure 2: CBN Banknote guideline levels 1 to 9
Currency recognition involves recognizing the
denominational value of a banknote, while currency
sorting involves determining the fitness of a banknote
for recirculation. Fitness classification of banknotes has
been a neglected research area in comparison with
banknote recognition and counterfeit banknote
classification. However, with increasing penetration of
automated self-service machines, such as ATMs,
mechanical breakdown caused by unfit banknotes has
become a serious maintenance and repair issue.
Banknotes with high soiling levels also pose problems
to banknote counters because they trigger false
recognition and rejection problems in banknote
recognition, counterfeit banknote detection, and serial
number recognition [6].
A recognition and sorting system is important for not
only the efficient running of currency handling
machines such as ATMs, vending machines, etc., it can
also be used in devices for the visually challenged
persons as well as reduce banknote production costs due
to incorrect fitness classification and to maintain
confidence in currencies. The aim of this work is to use
image processing techniques and image quality metrics
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to recognize and sort naira notes for ATM suitability.
This work focuses on only the ₦1,000 and the ₦500
notes since they are the most common notes dispensed
by the ATM.

performed a discrete wavelet transform (DWT) on preselected regions of interest (ROI), and used a support
vector machine (SVM) to classify the banknotes’ fitness
using the mean and the standard deviation of image
brightness selected from the transformed banknotes
based on a correlation with densitometer data.
Experimental results showed highly accurate
classifications of fit and unfit banknotes. In this present
work, we employed SURF to extract image features that
were further used to classify the naira notes.

2.0
RELATED WORK
Several works have been carried out to recognize and
sometimes sort different bank notes. [7] presented a
technique to recognize the Bahrain paper currency.
They compared the weighted Euclidean distance and
neural network for recognizing the currency. Their
system, using weighted Euclidean distance, yielded
results up to 96.4% of accuracy of recognition. Another
research carried out by [8] used image processing
techniques to recognize both the country of origin and
the denomination or face value of twenty of the most
traded currencies in the world. Their method works by
first identifying the country of origin using certain
predefined areas of interest, and then extracting the
denomination value using characteristics such as size,
colour, or text on the note and they achieved an
accuracy of 93.3%. However, their system is not
effective in identifying notes that are mutilated. [9]
proposed the use of Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) for recognizing Indian currency. They achieved
a 97% accuracy for the validation banknotes. Their
approach identified the denomination by extracting
features like Centre Numeral, Shape, Latent Image and
Micro Letter. [10] proposed a component based
framework for banknote recognition using Speeded Up
Robust Features (SURF). Their method achieved an
accuracy of 100% perhaps because SURF is invariant to
conditions of image rotation, image occlusion and
changes of scaling.
[6] presented a soiled banknote determination method
based on morphology and Otsu’s thresholding method.
Using morphology, a texture image was extracted with
selective morphological closing operations, and the
soiling level was estimated by averaging the pixel
intensities of the texture image. Next, the Otsu threshold
was calculated and used to determine whether each
pixel was a foreground or background pixel. [11]
proposed a machine learning method for automatic
sorting of banknotes. They applied computer vision
techniques to come up with a robust method for
banknote sorting. The method shows excellent
performance on a large validation set of over 8,000
banknotes from the Euro system, while being learned on
only 300 banknotes per denomination. [2] captured
Indian banknote images with a visible light camera,
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Figure 3: Conceptual model of currency recognition and sorting system
A total of 654 images consisting of 332 images of ₦500
notes, 316 images of ₦1000 notes, and 6 images of
other notes that were neither ₦500 nor ₦1,000 notes
were gathered for the research. The currency image
database was created by scanning the naira notes using a
colour scanner at 300 dpi resolution. The scanned
images were saved in jpeg format. Both sides of the
currency notes were scanned. Each scanned image was
classified as fit or unfit based on the ATM fit class of
the CBN banknote fitness guidelines. Sample images in
the dataset are shown in Figures 4a and 4b.

3.0
METHODOLOGY
According to [12], any currency recognition system
should include steps such as:- image acquisition, edge
detection, image segmentation, feature extraction, and
feature matching algorithm. Consequently, we designed
the conceptual model of our system as depicted in
Figure 3.
The system was built using python
programming language, because the language has
packages that are good for array manipulation and
image processing. From Figure 3 it can be seen that
scanned images of naira notes (good and bad) were first
pre-processed, after which their features were extracted
and saved in a database. The scanned images were also
saved as reference images. The system is divided into
the currency recognition section and currency sorting
section. The currency recognition section was
implemented by obtaining naira notes’ features using
SURF descriptors and matching them using K-Nearest
Neighbours (KNN). While the currency sorting section,
which determines if notes are ATM fit or ATM unfit
was implemented using three image quality metrics;
Mean Square Error (MSE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(PSNR) and Structural Similarity Index (SSIM). A
comparison of the results obtained was carried out. In
subsequent section the different stages are further
explained.
3.1 Data Acquisition

Figure 4a: Sample images of ATM unfit naira notes
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Figure 5: The SURF algorithm (Source [13])

Figure 6: Code snippet to extract keypoints and descriptors

The extracted keypoints describe the features of
different portions of the image. Furthermore, the SURF
algorithm was used to describe the extracted keypoints.
The descriptors, denoted as
are numeric
representation of the size and orientation of the
keypoints and are stored as reference points for feature
comparison.

Figure 4b: Sample images of ATM fit naira notes
3.2
Pre-processing
The image pre-processing module consists of three
steps:- image resize, grayscale conversion and image
rotation. Each naira note image was resized to a
resolution of about 400 x 200 from the original 1800 x
900 gotten as the output of the scanner. The images
were thereafter converted to grayscale to reduce the
processing time. The grayscale images were then rotated
to get their top-down view, as this step is necessary for
the effectiveness of the fitness detection module. The
image quality assessment methods used in the fitness
module assumes that images being compared are of the
same view and orientation. Subsequently, the grayscale
images were passed on to the feature extraction module.

Figure 7: Extracted Keypoints with size and orientation

3.4
Denomination Detection
Denomination detection was achieved by matching
feature descriptors from SURF using KNN algorithm.
The KNN algorithm (pseudocode presented in Figure 8)
is an easy-to-implement supervised machine learning
algorithm that stores all available cases and classifies
new cases based on a similarity measure (e.g., distance
function).

3.3
Feature Description
Figure 5 shows the SURF algorithm as summarized by
[13], although SURF was developed by [14]. This
SURF algorithm was used to extract keypoints from
images of the ₦1,000 and the ₦500 notes. A total of 92
images comprising of 46 images of ₦1,000 notes and 46
images ₦500 notes were used for feature extraction.
The code snippet is displayed in Figure 6 while the
visual output of the algorithm for one denomination is
shown in Figure 7.

Figure 8: The KNN algorithm pseudocode (Source
[15])
Consequently, given a query image
, SURF
algorithm is initially used to detect its interest points
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and then to generate corresponding descriptors, denoted
as
. The extracted descriptors
of
are then
compared with
for a match. A lot of noise was
captured with SURF, so to filter out weak keypoints, we
performed random testing for varying thresholds, using
different values and visualizing the result. After the
testing, 60% seems to perform well, therefore a
threshold of 60% was set. Consequently, if the distance
between the SURF descriptors of two interest points is
below 60%, that point is considered a good point,
otherwise, the point is considered a bad point. The
highest percentage of good points between
and
determines the matching result.

the naira note image distortion as a combination of three
factors such as loss of correlation, luminance distortion
and contrast distortion. In order to perform fitness
detection, SSIM of
and a reference image
(
) is computed. SSIM employs a modified
measure of spatial correlation between the pixels of the
reference and query image to quantify the degradation
level of an image’s structure. SSIM quantifies visual
quality with a similarity measure between two patches x
and y which correspond to the same spatial window of
the image X and Y respectively. The SSIM is calculated
using:

3.5
Image Quality Metrics
In this work, we used three image quality metrics, MSE,
PSNR and SSIM. The MSE is a measure of the perpixel differences between an original image and a
reference image, its clear interpretation have allowed
this technique to become one of the most widely used
metrics in image quality assessment [10]. The lower the
level of MSE, lower the error. Formally, the MSE is
defined as:

Where
and
represent the means of the query and
reference images, respectively,
and
represent the
standard deviations, respectively,
and ,
denote the
variances, respectively,
is the covariance of the two
images, and C1, and C2 are constants. The resultant
SSIM index is a decimal value between -1 and 1, and
value 1 is only reachable in the case of two identical
images.
3.6
Fitness Detection
Once the denomination of
is detected and
established, the system fetches a reference note
(
) with similar denomination and orientation
from the database as shown in Figure 9. Thereafter, the
system calculates the MSE, PSNR and SSIM values
between
and
and uses these values to
returns the fitness class (fit or unfit) of
. A
threshold of 1200, 28.2 and 0.325 was set for MSE,
PSNR and SSIM respectively after series of
experimental scores had been tested for each of the
metrics on fit and unfit images.

Where n is the number of pixels in an n-dimensional
image vector, and xi and yi denote the grey levels of the
i-th pixels of the original and reference image vectors x
and y, respectively.
The PSNR is a mathematical measure for image quality
assessment between an original image and noisy image.
It shows the measure of the peak error between a query
image and a reference image and PSNR is usually
expressed in terms of the logarithmic decibel scale.
PSNR is most easily defined via the MSE as shown
below:

Where, MAXI is the maximum possible pixel value of
the image. The higher the PSNR, the better the quality
of the query image.
The SSIM approach was proposed by [16] as a more
involved solution to the problem of image quality
assessment. The SSIM algorithm works by modelling
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Figure 9: Query note and reference note from the
database
4.0
RESULTS
4.1
Currency Recognition
The total dataset gathered for this research was 654
images. Out of the total dataset, 92 images were used
for feature extraction. These 92 images were excluded
during the testing stage of the research. Consequently,
562 images consisting 286 of ₦500 notes; 270 of ₦1000
and 6 others notes that were neither ₦500 nor ₦1,000
were used as test data. In this section, we report the
results obtained for the ₦500 and the ₦1000 notes (556
in total), since those were our focus. We however
provide a visual result, in figure 11, obtained from one
of the 6 notes.

Figure 10b: Matches found between notes of different
denominations
Table 1: Result for currency recognition
Naira Number
True
False
Notes
of
Recognition Recognition
images
₦500
286
286 (100%)
0
₦1000
270
270 (100%)
0

Using a ₦500 note as a query image, Figure 10a shows
matches (lines) detected between the query image and a
reference ₦500 note, while Figure 10b shows matches
detected between the same query image and a ₦1000
note. From Figure 10b it can be seen that there are very
few matches between the query image and the ₦1000.
This indicates that their similarity is very low. However,
looking at Figure 10a, we observe that there is a greater
number of feature matches, which indicates the
closeness in similarity features, therefore the system
would predict that the query image is a ₦500 note.

Figure 11. Result for an Unidentified Note
4.2
Currency Fitness Classification
When a note is identified as either ₦500 or ₦1000, its
image is passed to the fitness module to verify that
note’s fitness level for the ATM. Figures 12 and 13
show some of the results obtained for test image notes
for ATM fitness using MSE. Table 2 shows the first
few rows of the result with each test note, its fitness
class and its corresponding score and predicted fitness
class for MSE, SSIM and PSNR.

Figure 10a: Matches found between notes of same
denominations
Our system recognized the denomination of all the test
notes with an accuracy of 100% as shown in Table 1.
Figure 11 shows the result when an unidentified note
was used as the query image. The system was able to
recognize that the note was neither ₦500 nor ₦1000
respectively.
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Table 3: Breakdown of sorting performance for
₦500 fitness classification
₦ 500
Fit
Unfit

Figure 12. ATM fit notes

Total

Correctly classified
Total No. PSNR
SSIM
of images No. (%) No. (%)
60
60
34
(100%)
(56.7%)
226
212
216
(93.8%) (95.6%)
286
272
250

MSE
No. (%)
40
(66.7%)
210
(92.9%)
250

Table 4 shows the breakdown of the naira notes fitness
sorting for ₦1000 note. PSNR performed better in
classifying ATM fit notes just as it did for ₦500 notes.
However both PSNR and MSE performed better than
SSIM in classifying unfit notes which is surprising
because for the 500 notes, SSIM outperformed the
others in classifying unfit notes.

Table 4 Breakdown of sorting performance for ₦1000
fitness classification
1000

Figure 13: ATM unfit note
Fit

4.3

Result Evaluation

The evaluation metric used was accuracy which is the
percentage of the number of notes correctly classified
divided by the total number of notes tested. This was
calculated with Figures from Table 2. Table 3 shows
the breakdown of the naira notes fitness sorting for
₦500 notes. PSNR was able to correctly classify all
ATM fit notes but SSIM performed better in classifying
unfit notes.

Total No.
of images
142

Unfit

128

Total

270

Correctly classified
PSNR
SSIM
No (%)
136
118
(95.8%) (83.1%)
120
98
(93.8%) (76.6%)
256
216

MSE
124
(87.3%)
120
(93.8%)
244

Table 2: Top rows of the results table
Test
denomination
₦1000

Test
label
Not fit

Predicted
denomination
₦1000 Note

SSIM
score
0.285896

SSIM
label
Not Fit

MSE
score
2321.67

MSE
label
Not fit

PSNR
score
27.7087

PSNR
label
Not Fit

₦1000

Not fit

₦1000 Note

0.236839

Not Fit

2329.34

Not fit

27.8611

Not Fit

₦500

Fit

₦500 Note

0.254832

Not Fit

1460.86

Fit

28.3519

Fit

₦500

Fit

₦500 Note

0.248827

Not Fit

1193.75

Fit

28.6

Fit

₦1000

Fit

₦1000 Note

0.349012

Fit

998.911

Fit

29.0843

Fit

₦1000

Fit

₦1000 Note

0.313973

Fit

1096.85

Fit

28.8569

Fit

₦1000

Fit

₦1000 Note

0.379702

Fit

937.92

Fit

29.0841

Fit
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₦500

Not fit

₦500 Note

0.232083

Not Fit

1812.46

Not fit

27.8222

Not Fit

₦500

Not fit

₦500 Note

0.232463

Not Fit

1811.66

Not fit

27.8244

Not Fit

Table 5 shows the average accuracy of each of MSE, PSNR
and SSIM for both ₦500 and ₦1000 correctly sorted notes.
The total accuracy is arrived at by calculating the average
accuracy for all fit and unfit notes for ₦500 and ₦1000 for
each of PSNR, MSE and SSIM. The result shows that PSNR
is a better metric for naira note sorting than MSE and PSNR.
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Fitness
Fit
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PSNR
97%
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75.2%
88.7%
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5.0
Conclusion
A system was developed that recognizes ₦500 and ₦1000
notes and further sorts the notes for ATM fitness based on
CBN banknote fitness using speeded up robust feature
(SURF) algorithm for feature extraction and description, knearest neighbour for image classification and image quality
metrics such as MSE, PSNR and SSIM for sorting. Our result
show that SURF with KNN achieves 100% accuracy for
classifying naira note denominations. It was also discovered
that PSNR performs better for naira notes sorting with an
accuracy of 95% than MSE which gives a sorting accuracy of
88.8% and SSIM with a sorting accuracy of 83.8%.
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